Liberty Mutual: Managing Opioid Use
in Workers Compensation Claims

Opioid use continues to drive increased severity in workers compensation claims.
Click on each space below to learn more.
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opioid overdose
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The number of opioid deaths in
2015 – a record high according
to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention

The experts at Liberty Mutual are helping employers better manage opioid
challenges in workers compensation claims. Here’s how:
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CDC Guidelines

Training

Liberty Mutual has taken
a leadership position
in implementing CDC
guidelines for opioid use.

Our claims teams
receive specialized
training about these
CDC opioid guidelines.

Alerts
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Our proprietary pharmacy strategy
recognizes and flags claims with potential
issues. This gives our claims teams another
line of defense against potential opioid abuse.
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Early Intervention

Prescriber Monitoring

Early opioid use/dispensing is a key
indicator we track with our network
doctors to make sure injured workers
receive the most effective medical care.

Our team of doctors and nurses
communicate regularly with prescribers
to identify high-risk pharmacy claims
for clinical intervention.

You can benefit from this unique approach.
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Better management of
opioids creates better
outcomes for injured workers.
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Our proactive approach with doctors
helps achieve the best possible
outcome on claims, saving money
for our clients and returning injured
workers to work as soon as possible.

Want to know more?
Visit Liberty Mutual or contact your Liberty Mutual underwriter for more information.
Source: https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/opioids/prescribed.html
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